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Descriptive Inventory

FA 1260  BLAIR, Robert M., et al.

1 folder. 7 items. 1967. Typescript, black and white photographs, color photograph.

1972.262.1

BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD

FA  BLAIR, Robert M., et al.  1967
1260

Student collection titled “Buggy Shed” in which Robert Blair, Kenneth Conrad, and Bernal Buis briefly describe the construction and function of several “buggy houses” throughout Kentucky. Collection includes photographs of outbuildings.

1 folder. 7 items. Typescript, black and white photographs, color photograph.

1972.262.1

SUBJECT ANALYTICS

Architecture – Adair County
Architecture – Hardin County
Architecture – Lincoln County
Architecture – Marion County
Architecture – Pulaski County
Blair, Robert M. (Interviewer)
Buggy shed
Buis, Bernal (Interviewer)
Conrad, Kenneth (Interviewer)
Outbuildings
Pike, Alvin – Relating to
Pike, Ben – Relating to
Tupman, Robert, 1883-1969 – Relating to
Vernacular architecture
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